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ABSTRACT. Now a day’s Social media is major channel of communication between individuals and organizations. Huge data is available over the social networks, so it is important and essential to analyze this data to extract information. The data on social media is very much scattered, to extract information it needs to be organized. Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques are used to analyze the scattered data to fetch information for targeted entities (Event, Category, Date, Place, and Time period). Extracted information it is listed on database and can be used in several ways. In this paper, a model is proposed which categorize event by their types, Date Place and Time. The results show this model can categorize the 90% events.
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1. Introduction. There is no doubt that social media change our world’s traditional communication style dramatically [1]. It has a great impact at all fields of life. At social media every day events are sponsored related to different categories. People have no idea about all events thoroughly so they need to search all events one by one. This task is so hectic to perform it manually, and store all required data at note book or calendar. A lot of posts are post on Facebook on daily basis, having information about events, including Date, Time, Place and time period for which this event is valid. In this world of technology there is a need to analyze this huge data to summarize the required information. For this purpose data mining techniques are used to make this information user-friendly[2][3]. NLP is a technique which deals with natural languages. The work on NLP started since 1980, Alan turning writes an article on Turing sets. It is most frequently using technique for data mining now a day’s. For this purpose first summarizes the data, perform chunking and tagging on data and then reorganization process is performed. It performs extraction according to the user requirement and makes a bridge for computer and application to understand human language.

This proposed model use NLP technique to extract events from social media and categorize them on the basis of time, place, city and category (entertainment, education, political). For this purpose, select keyword related to each event and collects all data against every keyword from Facebook; perform scraping at HTML for type, date, place and time period. In fig 1.1 summarize categorization process is given bellow in a simple flow chart.
2. Related Work. Natural language processing[3] is a language which is used as a bridge between computer and human languages. By using this language computers precede a large number of human languages. The work on NLP started since 1980, Alan turning writes an article on Turing sets. Miler et al, was the first person who proposed the parsing of a text to extract information [1997]. They explain the syntactic explanations of the Penn Treebank corpus (Marcus et al)[1993] with data and relation mentions particular to the MUC-7 assessment (Chinchor et al)[1997] example, worker of associations that hold in the middle of individual and organization called entities and after that prepared to generate a parsing over this joined semantic representation. In a similar way, Finke Keeping an eye on (2009) blended the syntactic and proposed a notation, named entity of the OntoNotes corpus (Hovy et al)[2006] and prepared a discriminative parsing model for the joint issue of syntactic parsing and named element acknowledgment. As both methods are require a same notation of syntactic.

Also, semantic components, which isn’t generally feasible, and concentrated just on named parallel entities. In proposed model, there is no need to focus on entity; information is extracted from the HTML source directly. Finkel and Manning (2009b) likewise proposed a parsing model for the extraction of advanced named entities, which, similar to proposed work, parses only the required word or semantic.

3. Methodology. This paper proposed a model[19] which categorizes events sponsored on social media on the basis of type, time, place and valid time period. The process is explained in detail below (figure 1.5). The input is given in form of HTML which is copied against the sponsored event, and output will be generated in the form of list holding corresponding data about all events.

Summarization of data. Summarization of data is a process[3][11] in which data is summarized to collect all the required data set from complete document (fig 1.2). This process normally used two approaches.

Extraction and Abstraction. Extraction is a process in which words form a subset is selected from the original text to form a summery. Relatively in abstraction, semantic keywords are used to summarize the text to extract information.

Example of summarization using [X]

Input (x1,...,Xn).
Pakistan defense minister called force at Sunday for the creation of a joint front for combating global terrorism
Output (y1,...,ys).
Pakistan calls for joint front against terrorism\(\Rightarrow\) g(terrorism, x, for, joint, front, against)

**Fig 1.3 algorithm for summarization process**

**Tokenization.** The original text is split\([19]\) in to Tokens by using split() function. Split function(fig. 1.4) take text as input and then convert it into tokens by checking blank spaces and periods\([5][2]\).

![This is a sentence](image)

**Fig. 1.4 n-gram algorithm example**

In fig 1.4 tokenization processes is perform by using an example. After tokenization this data passed to Tagging.[2]

**Tagging.** Every language has its own part of speech. Different parts of speech could be added in a dictionary according to date, event, place etc. For this purpose it is necessary to define a list. Stanford Part of speech Tagger is used to for tagging [13].

| Table:1 Parts of speech(POS) Tagging |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Words           | Tags            |
| Noun            | NN              |
| Verb            | VB              |
| Conjunction     | CON             |
| Month           | month           |
| Year            | year            |
| Punctuation     | PUN             |
| Expression      | EXP             |
| Modal           | MDL             |
| Preposition     | IN              |
| Date            | DAT             |
| Education       | EDU             |
| Entertainment   | ENT             |
| Place           | PLC             |
| Time Period     | TP              |
| Category        | CTG             |
| Lahore          | LHR             |
| Seminar         | SR              |

An example is given below,

“Today is a sports event”

POS tagging

\{('today', 'DATSPC'), ('is', 'VB'), ('a', 'DT'), ('sports', 'NN'), ('event', 'NN')\}

In this example, a sentence is converting into tags by using POS tagging process. Each word tag according its tag words explain in the tag-set in the model.

**Chunking & Chinking.** After POS tagging, it is not necessary we get accurate information according to our task. To solve this problem, two techniques are used, chunking and chinking. The selection of tags which are regarding our needs and will be proceed is called chunking. The tags which are not required for our task are called chinking and these words eliminated from the list.

45
Event Extraction

The event sponsored on Facebook is of different types containing information about Date, Time, Place, validity time period. The event extraction process is divided into five parts, category, date, place, time, validity of time [4][5]. Programming code for scraping is given bellow.

```ruby
serp = browser.go_to facebook_event_url
serp_html = serp.html
only_events = serp.css('#id_event_div').map{|ev| {:name => ev.css('#rds_name'), :date => ev.css('#rsa_ddt'), :description => ev.css('#_dds')}}
all_results = only_events
```

Above fig 1.6 explain the algorithm of scraping which is performed on data which is collected in HTML form against each keyword from social media. This algorithm gives only “events” in result section and all results are in form of array of hashes.

Sample data form = {:name, :date, :description}
Perform nlp related operations using nlp gem
Categories = []
all_results.each do |ar|
categories << {:event => ar, :category => NLP.categorise(ar)}
end
```

Above figure describe the algorithm of extraction process of date, time, place and category of event.

(a) **Subject Extraction.** The event is held for a specific subject. The sponsored post can b sponsor with multiple words or adjacent words, so every related word will be processed to get information. If words are noun, conjunction or number it will be included in subject.

(b) **Place Extraction.** Most of the time, Place of an event is found after the subject and after the words “in” and “at”. All these words are put into the array and extraction is performed for each word to extract the place.

(c) **Date Extraction.** Date is normally written in a standard form DD/MM/YYYY. Date is written in any format is convert into this standard format.
Most of the time date is written into un-usual ways like, 3rd April, Today, next Monday. In this case date is extract by using different methods. For example, to extract date of “next Monday”, date of today is get and count till next Monday. To performing date extraction, date module is used timedelta () by using python.

Print: timedelta(days=365,hours=8,mintues=18)
Time: 365 days 8:18:00
(d) **Time extraction.** Time can likewise be determined from multiple points of view like 930 am/pm, 9:30 AM/PM, 9, and so on time which have am or pm can be straightforwardly distinguished from the message and can be added to the time. Yet, for alternate cases the digits showing up after words like at, from, after, and so on are added to time. As default “AM” is given to the time which doesn’t have the “am” or “pm” part.

Print: `timedelta(days=365, hours=8, minutes=18)`
Time: `365 days 8:18:00`

(e) **Validation.** It is the procedure where the time period of validation is checked for the event. On the off chance that an occasion contain the subject and some other part then they are taken as a substantial occasion. In any case, there can be cases were the date and time separated can be invalid. To check for date legitimacy, date acquired are passed to `check_date()` work which return 1 in the event that it is valid and 0 on the off chance that it isn't. On the off chance that date is invalid the date part is set are invalid.

**Results.** Some samples are given bellow to describe the results of this proposed model.

Sample 1:
Children learning expo in expo center Lahore.
Results Sample 1:
`[{:name => 'Education Expo Lahore', :category => 'Education'}, {:name => 'Children learning', :category => 'Education'}, {:place => 'expo center' }]`
Category: Education
Name: Children learning
Place: Expo center

Sample 2:
Art exhibition, 7th feb, expo center.
Result sample 2:
`[{:name => 'Art exhibition, 7th feb, expo center', :category => 'Art'}]`
Category: Exhibition
Date: 7th feb
Place: expo center
Name: Art exhibition

Sample 3: Lahore international book fair, feb 5, Gulberg111.
Result sample 3:
`[{:name => 'Lahore international book fair, feb 5, Gulberg111', :category => 'Education'}]`
Category: Exhibition
Place: Gulberg111
Date: 5 feb
Name: Book fair

Sample 4: Productive muslima, mar 15, Alnoor international, jahar town Lahore.
Result sample 4:
`[{:name => 'Productive muslima, mar 15, Alnoor international, jahar town Lahore', :category => 'Islam'}]`
Category: Islamic
Place: johar town
Date: 15 mar
Name: Productive muslima

**Conclusion.** This proposed model can categorize[20] different events sponsored on Facebook at daily basis, and make a database at the backend by scraping the html of each event. Each event will be extract by giving category name and all corresponding information will be extract automatically. This model can be upgrade further for different tasks by using other techniques. Simply it makes easy to search an event with all its detail and saved in a backend Data set for further use than search each event manually.
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